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PRESS RELEASE – FOR RELEASE ON NOVEMBER 15  
 
 

TRIOTECH LAUNCHES REVOLUTIONARY MULTIPLAYER COIN-OP 
ATTRACTION  

 
QUBE™ is an attendant-free interactive game for 4 players   

 
Orlando, November 15th, 2022 - Triotech 
revealed its new QUBE™ simulator, a premium 
interactive multiplayer coin-op game at IAAPA 
EXPO in Orlando, FL.  
This attendant free 4-player simulator requires 
low footprint and provides high immersion and 
friendly competition between players.  
 
“Qube™ was born from the idea of disrupting the 
deluxe coin-op video game world by combining 

the robustness and reliability expected from a coin operated product with an 
unparalleled sense of immersion”, declared Ernest Yale, CEO & Founder of Triotech. 
He added: “Key to the Qube™’s success is the fact that we worked closely with 
customers and distributors during the development and testing phase.  The product 
was designed through close collaboration with distributors and operators of FECs 
and Arcades. This helped balance excellent game-play,  look, and appeal with other 
important operator benefits such as durability and ease of maintenance.” 
 
The QUBE™ features a 100'' 4k projected display, 4 motion seats, wind, blasters, 5.1 
surround sound system, and a full library of content powered by the Unreal game 
engine. Triotech inspired itself from its well-known award-winning XD Dark Ride 
interactive theater to develop a new game that is affordable to every Arcade and 
Family Entertainment Center. By making it attendant-free and fitting it in a much 
smaller footprint, QUBE™ redefines the category of coin-op simulator rides that 
provides high immersion and friendly competition. 
 
Triotech has committed to develop a full library of content over the next years as the 
company has done for its other perennial top earners like the Typhoon coin-op video 
game, interactive coin-op VR simulator Storm™,  and its award-winning  XD Dark 
Ride interactive theater. 
 
Meet Triotech during IAAPA Expo in Orlando from November 15 to 18 to try this new 
new product on the show floor at Booth 5818.  
 
Link to download the picture : https://go.trio-tech.com/Triotech-Reveal-QUBE-
IAAPA2022.jpg  
 

### 
 
 

About Triotech 
TRIOTECH, MARKET LEADER IN DIGITAL INTERACTIVE ATTRACTIONS 
Triotech is the creator of award winning immersive and interactive media-based 
attractions for the entertainment market.  
 
With more than 415 installations in over 65 countries across all continents, over 135 
million guests have lived a Triotech experience over the last decade.  
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Triotech creates attractions such as Interactive Theatres, Interactive Dark Rides, 4D 
Theaters, VR attractions, Flying Theaters, Walkthroughs and Dark Coasters. 
Triotech offers integrated turnkey solutions for digital attractions including content 
developed in its own studio in Montreal, Canada. Founded in 1999, Triotech is a 
privately held company with over 200 employees deployed in Canada, Europe, the 
USA, and Asia.  
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